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Abstract
Augmenting deep neural networks with skip connections, as introduced in the
so called ResNet architecture, surprised the community by enabling the training
of networks of more than 1000 layers with significant performance gains. It has
been shown that identity skip connections eliminate singularities and improve the
optimization landscape of the network.
This paper deciphers ResNet by analyzing the of effect of skip connections in the
backward path and sets forth new theoretical results on the advantages of identity
skip connections in deep neural networks. We prove that the skip connections
in the residual blocks facilitate preserving the norm of the gradient and lead
to well-behaved and stable back-propagation, which is a desirable feature from
optimization perspective. We also show that, perhaps surprisingly, as more residual
blocks are stacked, the network becomes more norm-preserving. Traditionally,
norm-preservation is enforced on the network only at beginning of the training, by
using initialization techniques. However, we show that identity skip connection
retain norm-preservation during the training procedure. Our theoretical arguments
are supported by extensive empirical evidence.
Can we push for more norm-preservation? We answer this question by proposing
zero-phase whitening of the fully-connected layer and adding norm-preserving tran-
sition layers. Our numerical investigations demonstrate that the learning dynamics
and the performance of ResNets can be improved by making it even more norm
preserving through changing only a few blocks in very deep residual networks.
Our results and the introduced modification for ResNet, referred to as Procrustes
ResNets, can be used as a guide for studying more complex architectures such as
DenseNet, training deeper networks, and inspiring new architectures.
1 Introduction
Deep neural networks have progressed rapidly during the last few years, achieving outstanding,
sometimes super human, performance [1]. It is known that the depth of the network, i.e., number
of stacked layers, is of decisive significance. It is shown that as the networks become deeper, they
are capable of representing more complex mappings [2]. However, deeper networks are notoriously
harder to train. As the number of layers is increased, optimization issues arise and, in particular,
avoiding vanishing/exploding gradients is essential to optimization stability of such networks. Batch
normalization, regularization, and initialization techniques have shown to be useful remedies for this
problem [3, 4].
Furthermore, it has been observed that as the networks become increasingly deep, the performance
gets saturated and even deteriorates [5]. This problem has been addressed by many recent network
designs [5–8]. All of these approaches use the same design principle: skip connections. This simple
trick makes the information flow across the layers easier by bypassing the activations from one layer
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to the next using skip connections. Highway Networks [7], ResNets [5, 6], and DenseNets [8] have
consistently achieved state-of-the-art performances by using skip connections in different network
topologies. The main goal of skip connection is to enable the information to flow through many
layers without attenuation. In all of these efforts, it is observed empirically that it is crucial to keep
the information path clean by using identity mapping in the skip connection. It is also observed that
more complicated transformations in the skip connection lead to more difficulty in optimization, even
though such transformations have more representational capabilities [6]. This observation indicates
that identity skip connection, while provides adequate representational ability, has a great feature of
optimization stability, enabling deeper well-behaved networks.
Since the introduction of Residual Networks (ResNets) [5, 6], there has been some effort on un-
derstanding how the residual blocks make help the optimization process and how they improve the
representational ability of the networks. Authors in [9] showed that skip connection eliminates the
singularities caused by the model non-identifiability. This makes the optimization of deeper networks
feasible and faster. Similarly, to understand the optimization landscape of ResNets, authors in [10]
prove that linear residual networks have no critical points other than the global minimum. This is in
contrast to plain linear networks, in which other critical points may exist [11]. Furthermore, authors
in [12] show that as depth increases, gradients of plain networks resemble white noise and become
less correlated. This phenomenon, which is referred to as shattered gradient problem, makes training
more difficult. Then, it is demonstrated that residual networks reduce shattering, compared to plain
networks, leading to numerical stability and easier optimization.
In this paper, we present and analytically study another desirable effect of identity skip connection:
preserving the norm of error gradient as it propagates in the backward path. We show theoretically
and empirically that each residual block in ResNets is increasingly norm-preserving as the network
becomes deeper. This interesting result is in contrast with hypothesis provided in [13], which states
that residual networks avoid vanishing gradient solely by shortening the effective path of the gradient.
Furthermore, it is known that by modifying the distribution from which the initial weights are sampled,
we can make the training easier [3, 14]. This is done by keeping the variance of weights gradient
the same across layers. However, as observed in [14] and verified by our experiments, using such
initialization methods, although the network is initially fairly norm-preserving, the norms of the
gradients diverge as training progresses. Instead, we show that identity skip connection enforces the
norm-preservation during the training, leading to well-conditioning and easier training.
We analyze the role of identity mapping as skip connection in the ResNet architecture from a
theoretical perspective. Moreover, we use the insight gained from our theoretical analysis to propose
modifications to some of the building blocks of the ResNet architecture. Two main contributions of
this paper are as follows.
• Proving the Norm Preservation of ResNets: We show that having identity mapping in
the shortcut path leads to norm-preserving building blocks. Specifically, identity mapping
shifts all the singular values of the transformations towards 1. This makes the optimization
of the network much easier by preserving the magnitude of the gradient across the layers.
Furthermore, we show that, perhaps surprisingly, as the network becomes deeper, its building
blocks become more norm-preserving. Hence, the gradients can flow smoothly through very
deep networks, making it possible to train such networks. Our experiments validate our
theoretical arguments.
• Enforcing More Norm Preservation: Using insights from our theoretical investigation, we
propose important modifications to the fully connected layer and the transition blocks in the
ResNet architecture. Since these blocks do not use identity mapping as the skip connection,
they do not preserve the norm of the gradient in general. The transition blocks are blocks that
change the number of channels and feature map size of the activations, making it impossible
to use identity mapping as the skip connection. Thus, we propose to change the dimension
of the activations in a norm preserving manner, such that the network becomes even more
norm-preserving. Furthermore, we use zero-phase component analysis (ZCA) to ensure that
all the singular values of the linear transformation in the fully connected layer are equal to 1.
We refer to the proposed architecture as Procrustes ResNet (ProcResNet). Our experiments
demonstrates that the proposed norm-preserving blocks are able to improve the optimization
stability and performance of ResNets.
2
2 Norm-Preservation of Residual Networks
Due to the complexity of general non-linear networks, it is common practice to consider the simplified
linear model to study the behavior of the networks and develop theoretical guarantees [10, 15]. Such
models are analyzed to provide insights to general non-linear networks. Thus, in this paper, we model
each residual block as:
xl+1 = xl +W lxl, (1)
where, xl,xl+1 ∈ RN are the input and output of the lth residual block, respectively, with dimension
N . The weight matrixW l ∈ RN×N is the tunable linear transformation. The goal of learning is to
compute a function d =M(z,W), where z is the input, d is its corresponding output, andW is the
collection of all adjustable linear transformations, i.e.,W 1,W 2, . . . ,WL. In the case of simplified
linear residual networks, functionM(z,W) is a stack of L residual blocks, as formulated in (1).
Mathematically speaking, we have:
d =M(z,W) =
L∏
l=1
(I +W l)z, (2)
where I is an N ×N identity matrix.M(z,W) is used to learn a linear mappingR ∈ RN×N from
its inputs and outputs. Furthermore, assume that d is contaminated with independent identically
distributed (i.i.d) Gaussian noise, i.e., dˆ = Rz + , where  is a zero mean noise vector with
covariance matrix I . Hence, our objective is to minimize the expected error of the maximum
likelihood estimator as:
min
W
E(W) = E{1
2
‖dˆ−M(z,W)‖22}, (3)
where the expectation E is with respect to the population (z,d).
Our following main theorem states that the solution of the optimization problem stated in (3), using
the residual mapping formulated in (2), is norm-preserving in the backward path. We show that, at
each residual block, the norm of the gradient with respect to the input is close to the norm of gradient
with respect to the output. In other words, the residual block with identity mapping, as the skip
connection, preserves the norm of the gradient in the backward path. This results in several useful
characteristics such as avoiding vanishing/exploding gradient, stable optimization, and performance
gain.
Theorem 1. For learning a linear map,R ∈ RN×N , between its input z and output d contaminated
with i.i.d Gaussian noise, using a network consisting of L linear residual blocks of form xl+1 =
xl +W lxl, there exists a global optimum for E(.), as defined in (3), such that for all residual blocks
we have
(1− δ)‖ ∂E
∂xl+1
‖2 ≤ ‖ ∂E
∂xl
‖2 ≤ (1 + δ)‖ ∂E
∂xl+1
‖2
and δ ≤ c
L
for L ≥ 3γ, where c = 2(√pi +√3γ)2 and γ = max(| log σmax(R)|, | log σmin(R)|).
Proof. See Section A in the supplementary materials.
In words, the norm of the gradient does not change significantly, as it is backpropagated through
the layers. This means that norm-preservation is enforced throughout the training process by the
structure of the network, not just at the beginning of the training by good initialization. Thus, the
gradient will have very similar magnitude at different layers, which leads to well-conditioning and
faster convergence [14]. One interesting implication of Theorem 1 is that as L, the number of layers
increases, the residual blocks become more norm-preserving. This is a very desirable feature because
vanishing or exploding gradient often occurs in deeper network architectures. However, by utilizing
residual blocks, as more blocks are stacked, we should be less concerned with the norm of the
gradient.
Although Theorem 1 assumes a linear model for the residual block, our extensive empirical experi-
ments, which will be presented in Section 4, show that non-linear residual blocks exhibit the same
behavior.
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xl conv conv conv + xl+1
(a) Residual Block with Identity Mapping
conv
xl conv conv conv + xl+1
(b) Origianl ResNet Transition Block
xl pool-repeat conv conv conv
+ xl+1
(c) Proposed Transition Block
xl conv conv conv xl+1
(d) Plain Block
Figure 1: Block diagram of building blocks of different architectures. Each conv block represents a sequence of
batch normalization, ReLU, and convolution layers.
3 Procrustes Residual Network (ProcResNet): Residual Network with
Enhanced Norm-Preservation
In practice, residual networks contain four different types of blocks: (i) convolution layer (first
layer), (ii) fully connected layer (last layer), (iii) transition blocks (which change the dimension of
the activations), and (iv) residual blocks with identity skip connection, which we also refer to as
non-transition blocks. Theoretical investigation presented in Section 2 holds only for residual blocks
with identity mapping as the skip connection. If the benefits of residual networks can be explained, at
least partly, by norm-preservation, then one can improve them by alternative methods for preserving
the norm. In this section, we propose to modify the transition blocks and the fully connected layer of
ResNet architecture, to make them norm-preserving. Due to multiplicative effect through the layers,
making these layers norm-preserving may be important, although they make up a small portion of the
network. In the following, we discuss how to preserve the norm of the back-propagated gradients
across all the blocks of the network. Since the convolution layer is the first layer of the network (last
layer in backward path) and we are not interested in the gradient at the input of network, we ignore
its norm-preservation capability. However, there exist methods to make these layers norm-preserving
as well [16].
3.1 Norm-Preserving Fully-Connected Layer
Since we are specifically interested in the norm-preservation in the backward path, the linear trans-
formation in the fully-connected layer needs to be co-isometric. This means that for matrix W T
σmin(W
T ) = σmax(W
T ) = 1. This can be done using zero-phase component analysis (ZCA).
Intuitively, we enforce the norm-preservation constraint by setting all the singular values of W T
equal to 1.
Assume UΣV T = svd(W T ) be the singular value decomposition of W T . We can enforce the
co-isometry constraint by projecting the matrix onto the feasible set, i.e., Wˆ
T
= UV T , where Wˆ
is the updated norm-preserving matrix. This is known as the zero-phase whitening transformation
[17, 18]. In other words, we are setting Σ = I , which makes Wˆ a co-isometric transform. Since we
want to keep the co-isometry throughout training, we implement this projection both at initialization
and after each gradient descent iteration. This projection is mathematically equivalent to adding
co-isometry constraint, i.e.,WW T = I , to the optimization problem [19, 20]. This is also closely
related to Procrustes problems, in which the goal is to find the closest orthogonal matrix to a given
matrix [21].
3.2 Norm-Preserving Transition Blocks
As depicted in Figure 1(b), in the original ResNet architecture, the dimension changing blocks, also
known as transition blocks, use 1× 1 convolution with stride of 2 in their skip connections to match
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the dimension of input and output activations. Such transition blocks are not norm-preserving in
general.
The goal of the transition blocks in ResNet architecture is to double the number of channels and half
the feature map size (in each dimension). To change the dimension in a norm-preserving manner, we
utilize `2-norm pooling followed by a repetition. `2-pooling is utilized to reduce the feature map size
and is always norm-preserving both in backward and forward paths. Repetition is used to double the
number of channels. This block is not norm-preserving in general. However, our experiments show
that, due to the special structure of gradients, the backward transformation is fairly norm-preserving.
Figure 1(c) shows the diagram of the proposed transition block, where `2-pooling and repetition are
used to change the dimension. Hence, we are able to exploit a regular residual block with identity
mapping. Compared to regular transition block in Figure 1(b), the proposed version uses identity
skip connection, which makes it norm preserving.
4 Experiments
To validate our theoretical investigation, presented in Section 2, and to empirically demonstrate the
behavior and effectiveness of the proposed modifications, we experimented with Residual Network
(ResNet) and the proposed Procrustes Residual Network (ProcResNet) architecture on CIFAR10 and
CIFAR100 datasets. Training and testing datasets contain 50,000 and 10,000 images of visual classes,
respectively [17]. Standard data augmentation (flipping and shifting), same as [5, 6, 8], is adopted.
Furthermore, channel means and standard deviations are used to normalize the images. The network
is trained using stochastic gradient descent. The weights are initialized using the method proposed in
[3] and the initial learning rate is 0.1. Batch size of 128 is used for all the networks, except networks
with 1001 layers, for which batch size of 64 is used. The weight decay is 10−4 and momentum is 0.9.
The results are based on the top-1 classification accuracy.
Experiments are performed on three different network architectures: 1. ResNet contains one convo-
lution layer, L residual blocks, three of which are transition blocks, and one fully connected layer.
Each residual block consists of three convolution layers, as depicted in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b),
resulting in a network of depth 3L+ 2. This is the same architecture as in [6]. 2. ProcResNet has
the same architecture as ResNet, except the transition and fully connected layers are modified, as
explained in Section 3. 3. Plain network is also same as ResNet without the skip connection in
all the L residual blocks, as shown in Figure 1(d). Further details on network architectures and
implementation details are presented in Section C of the supplementary materials.
4.1 Norm-Preservation
In the first set of experiments, the behavior of different architectures is studied as the function of
network depth. To this end, the ratio of gradient norm at output to gradient norm at input, i.e.,
‖ ∂E
∂xl+1
‖2 to ‖ ∂E∂xl ‖2, is captured for all the residual blocks1, both transition and non-transition, and
the fully connected layer, resulting in L+ 1 ratios. Figure 2 shows the ratios for different blocks over
training epochs. We ran the training for 100 epochs, without decaying the learning rate. Plain network
(Figure 2.(g)) with 164 layers became numerically unstable and the training procedure stopped after
10 epochs.
Several interesting observations can be made from this experiment:
• This experiment emphasizes the fact that one needs more than careful initialization to make the
network norm-preserving. Although the plain network is initially norm-preserving, the range of
the gradient norm ratios becomes very large and diverges from 1, as the parameters are updated.
However, ResNet and ProcResNet are able to enforce the norm-preservation during training
procedure by using identity skip connection.
• As the networks become deeper, the plain network becomes less norm preserving, which leads
to numerical instability, optimization difficulty, and performance degradation. On the contrary,
the non-transition blocks, the blocks with identity mapping as skip connection, of ResNet and
1In Plain architecture, which does not have skip connections, the gradient norm ratio is obtained at the input
and output of its building blocks as depicted in Figure 1(d).
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Figure 2: Training on CIFAR10. Gradient norm ratio over first 100 epochs for different block types: fully
connected layer, transition blocks (blocks that change the dimension), and non-transition blocks (blocks that do
not change the dimension).
ProcResNet become more norm preserving. This is in line with our theoretical investigation for
linear residual networks, which states that as we stack more residual blocks the network becomes
more norm-preserving.
• Comparing Plain83 (Figure 2(d)) and Plain164 (Figure 2(h)) networks, it can be observed that
most of the blocks behave fairly similar, except one transition block. Specifically, in Plain83,
the gradient norm ratio of the first transition block goes up to 100 in the first few epochs. But
it eventually decreases and the network is able to converge. On the other hand, in Plain164, the
gradient norm ratio of the same block becomes too large, which makes the network unable to
converge. Hence, a single block is enough to make the optimization difficult and numerically
unstable. This highlights the fact that it is necessary to enforce norm-preservation on all the blocks.
• In ResNet83 (Figure 2(e)) and ResNet164 (Figure 2(h)), it is easy to notice that only 4 blocks are
not norm-preserving: 3 transition blocks and the fully connected layer. As mentioned earlier, due
to multiplicative effect, the magnitude of the gradient will not be preserved because of these few
blocks. This issue is non-existent in ProcResNet, where all the blocks are more norm-preserving.
• The behaviors of ResNet and Plain architectures are fairly similar for depth of 20. This was
somehow expected, since it is known that the performance gain achieved by ResNet is more
significant in deeper architectures [5]. However, even for depth of 20, ProcResNet architecture is
more norm preserving.
• Using ZCA projection, the gradient norm ratio of the fully connected layer is always equal to 1 in
ProcResNet architecture.
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Figure 3: Loss (black lines) and error (blue lines) during training procedure on CIFAR10. Solid lines represent
the test values and dotted lines represent the training values.
This experiment both validates our theoretical argument, clarifies some of the inner workings of
ResNet architecture, and shows the effectiveness of the proposed modifications in ProcResNet.
It is evident that, as stated in Theorem 1, addition of identity skip connection makes the blocks
increasingly more norm-preserving, as the network becomes deeper. Furthermore, we have been
able to make the network more norm-preserving by applying the changes proposed in Section 3.
Additional experiments are provided in Section B of supplementary materials.
4.2 Optimization Stability and Learning Dynamics
In the next set of experiments, numerical stability and learning dynamics of different architectures is
examined. For that, loss and classification error, in both training and testing phases, are depicted in
Figure 3. This experiment illustrates that how optimization stability of deep networks is improved
significantly and how it can be further improved by having norm preservation in mind during the
design procedure.
As depicted in Figure 3, unlike the plain network, training error and loss curves corresponding to
ResNet and ProcResNet architectures are consistently decreasing as the number of layers increases,
which was the main motivation behind proposing residual blocks [5]. Moreover, Figure 3(a) and
Figure 3(d) show that the plain networks have a poor generalization performance. The fluctuations in
testing error shows that the points along the optimization path of the plain networks do not generalize
well. This issue is also present, to a lesser extent, in ResNet architecture. Comparing Figure 3(h)
and 3(b), we can see that the fluctuations are more apparent in deeper ResNet networks. However,
In ProcResNet architecture, the amplitude of the fluctuations is smaller and does not change as the
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Figure 4: Training on CIFAR10. Test error for (a) ResNet and (b) ProcResNet architectures with 1001 layers
for 4 different runs. 2 of the ResNet runs did not converge. Each solid line represents the test error of a single
run. Batch size is 64 and learning rate is 0.1
Table 1: Performance of different methods on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 using moderate data augmentation.
Architecture # Params Error (%)CIFAR10 CIFAR100
ResNet164 1.70M 5.46 24.33
ProcResNet164 1.67M 5.01 (5.06 ± 0.08) 23.85 (23.90 ± 0.07)
ResNet1001 10.32M 4.62 (4.69 ± 0.20) 22.71 (22.68 ± 0.22)
ProcResNet1001 10.29M 4.47 (4.47 ± 0.17) 21.87 (21.89 ± 0.12)
depth of the network is increased. This indicates that ProcResNet architecture is taking a better path
toward the optimum and has better generalization performance.
This fact is more evident in the extreme case of 1001 layers. Figure 4 illustrates the testing error of
ResNet and ProcResNet with 1001 layers for 4 different runs. We let the training to progress up to
150 epochs, without learning rate decay. It is evident that ResNet1001 is more unstable, compared to
shallower ResNet architectures and ProcResNet1001. In fact, in 2 out of 4 runs, ResNet1001 ended
up having error of 90% (random guess) at epoch 150. In original ResNet implementation [6], the
learning rate is decreased by a factor of 10 at epoch 81, which avoids the instability.
This means that, by modifying only a few blocks in an extremely deep network, we have been able
to make the network more stable and improved the learning dynamics. This emphasizes the utmost
importance of norm-preservation of all blocks in avoiding optimization difficulties of very deep
networks. Moreover, this sheds light on the reasons why architectures using residual blocks, or
identity skip connection in general, perform so well and are easier to optimize.
4.3 Classification Performance
Finally, we show the impact of the proposed norm-preserving transition blocks and the fully connected
layer on the classification performance of ResNet. Table 1 compares the performance of ResNet
with and without the proposed transition blocks. The results are median of 5 runs with mean ± std
inside the brackets. The results for standard ResNet are the best results reported by [6] and the results
of ProcResNet is obtained by making the proposed changes to standard ResNet implementation
provided by its authors at https://github.com/KaimingHe/resnet-1k-layers.
To leverage the stability achieved by the proposed changes, the learning rate for ProcResNet is divided
by 10 at epochs 150 and 225 and the network is trained for 300 epochs. As shown in Figure 4, due
to stability issues, original ResNet cannot be trained for 150 epochs without learning rate decay.
Table 1 shows that the proposed network performs slightly better than the standard ResNet. This
performance gain comes without increasing the number of parameters and by changing only 4 blocks.
The total number of residual blocks for ResNet164 and ResNet1001 is 54 and 333, respectively. This
illustrates that we are able to improve the performance by changing a tiny portion of the network and
emphasizes the importance of norm-preservation in the performance of neural networks.
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5 Conclusions
This paper theoretically analyzes building blocks of residual networks and shows that adding identity
skip connection makes the residual blocks norm-preserving. Furthermore, the norm-preservation is
enforced during the training procedure, which makes the optimization stable and improves the perfor-
mance. This is in contrast to initialization techniques, such as [14], which ensure norm-preservation
only at the beginning of the training. Our experiments validate our theoretical investigation by
showing that (i) identity skip connection results in norm preservation, (ii) residual blocks become
more norm-preserving as the network becomes deeper, and (iii) we can make the training more stable
by making the network more norm-preserving. Our proposed modification of ResNet, Procrustes
ResNet, enforces norm-preservation on the fully-connected layer and transition blocks of the network
and is able to achieve better optimization stability and performance. Our findings can be seen as
design guidelines for very deep architectures. By having norm-preservation in mind, we will be
able to train extremely deep networks and alleviate the optimization difficulties of such networks.
Furthermore, an interesting future direction is to see if and how our theoretical analysis applies to
DenseNets or any general non-linear network with identity skip connection.
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A Proof for Theorem 1
In the classical back-propagation equation, for a cost function E(.) and the Jacobian J of xl+1 with
respect to xl, applying chain rule, following is true:
∂E
∂xl
= J
∂E
∂xl+1
,
J =
∂xl+1
∂xl
= I +W Tl ,
(4)
To prove Theorem 1, we first state two lemmas.
Lemma 1. For any non-singular matrix I +M , we have:
1− σmax(M) ≤ σmin(I +M) ≤ σmax(I +M) ≤ 1 + σmax(M),
where σmin(M) and σmin(M) represent the minimum and maximum singular values ofM , respec-
tively.
Proof. Since σmin(I +M) > 0, the lower bound is trivial for σmax(M) ≥ 1. For σmax(M) < 1,
it is known that |λmax(M)| < 1, where λmax(M) is the maximum eigenvalue of M [22]. Thus,
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we can show that:
σmin(I +M) = (σmax((I +M)
−1))−1 = ‖(I +M)−1‖−12
(a)
= ‖
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kMk‖−12 ≥ (
∞∑
k=0
‖(−1)kMk‖2)−1
≥ (
∞∑
k=0
‖M‖k2)−1 = (
1
1− ‖M‖2 )
−1 = 1− σmax(M).
Identity (a) is known as Neuman series of a matrix, which holds when |λmax(M)| < 1 and ||.||2
represents the l2-norm of a matrix.
The upper bound is easier to show. Due to triangle inequality:
σmax(I +M) = ‖I +M‖2 ≤ ‖I‖2 + ‖M‖2 = 1 + σmax(M).
Lemma 2. (Theorem 2.1 in [10]) Suppose L ≥ 3γ. Then, there exist a global optimum for E(W),
such that we have
σmax(W l) ≤ 2(
√
pi +
√
3γ)2
L
,∀l = 1, 2, . . . , L,
where γ is max(| log σmax(R)|, | log σmin(R)|).
To prove the theorem, using Lemma 1 and knowing that
σmin(J)‖ ∂E
∂xl+1
‖2 ≤ ‖J ∂E
∂xl+1
‖2 ≤ σmax(J)‖ ∂E
∂xl+1
‖2,
we conclude that
(1− σmax(W l))‖ ∂E
∂xl+1
‖2 ≤ ‖ ∂E
∂xl
‖2 ≤ (1 + σmax(W l))‖ ∂E
∂xl+1
‖2.
Using the results from Lemma 2, Theorem 1 follows immediately.
B Additional Experiments
Figure 5 depicts the gradient norm ratio of different blocks for different network architectures for
100 epochs2. Each dot represents the ratio for a single dot and the dashed line is the mean value of
the ratios over all 100 epochs. For a network of depth 3L+ 2, its corresponding plot shows L+ 1
gradient norm ratios (representing L residual blocks3 and 1 fully connected layer).
For instance, in Figure 5(e), which shows the gradient norm ratios of ResNet83 (L = 27), the
first 27 blocks are corresponding to the residual blocks, transition and non-transition, and the last
block, i.e. block #28, represents the fully-connected layer. It is also easy to notice that the blocks
#1, #10, and #19, which represent the transition blocks, are not as norm-preserving as the blocks
with identity skip connection. This is in contrast with Plain architecture, which does not exhibit
any pattern. Moreover, the gradient ratios of the blocks in plain architecture varies significantly for
different epochs. This experiment shows how the skip connections in ResNet architecture improve
the norm-preservation of the network and emphasizes the importance of identity mapping as skip
connection from norm-preservation perspective.
On the other hand, comparing ResNet with ProcResNet, it is evident that ProcResNet is more norm
preserving in general, leading to optimization stability and performance gain, as discussed in more
details in Section 4 of the main manuscript. One interesting observation is that, in ProcResNet20
architecture (Figure 2(c)), although only the transition blocks and fully connected layer are modified,
all the blocks have become more norm-preserving, compared to ResNet20 (Figure 2(b). This
2Plain164 architecture became numerically unstable and training is stopped after 10 epochs.
3In Plain architecture, which does not have skip connections, the gradient norm ratio is obtained at the input
and output of its building blocks as depicted in Figure 1(d).
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Figure 5: Gradient norm ratio for L residual blocks and fully-connected layer (last block). Each dot
shows the ratio for a single epoch and dashed lines represent the mean of ratios over all epochs.
phenomena is existent, to a lesser extent, in deeper architectures as well. This highlights the
importance of the proposed modifications and exploitation of norm-preserving blocks as a design
principle in general. This observation also implies that the norm-preservation of different blocks are
not independent of each other and should be analyzed accordingly, which is an interesting future
direction.
C Implementation Details
As mentioned in Section 4.3 of the main manuscript, the classification accuracy of ProcResNet is
obtained by changing the code of standard ResNet provided by its authors at https://github.com/
KaimingHe/resnet-1k-layers. Furthermore, the results in Figure 4, which shows the instability
of the standard ResNet, is generated by using the same code. In all of these experiments, the initial
learning rate is 0.1. In ProcResNet, we take advantage of the added stability of the network and
divide the learning rate at epochs 150 and 225. Also, the batch size is set to 64 for networks with 1001
layers and to 128 for other networks in all the experiments. The only exception is the classification
error of standard ResNet1001 on CIFAR100, which is reported by its authors only for batch size
of 128 [6]. We ran the same experiment for batch size of 64 and the classification accuracy of our
single-run was 24.01%, which is larger than the results used for comparison in Table 1. In the other
experiments provided in Section 4.1, Section 4.2, and Section B, which analyze the gradient signal
on CIFAR10 data set, an implementation of the network in chainer framework [23] is used.
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Figure 6: Example network architectures for CIFAR dataset.
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Furthermore, Figure 6 illustrates the network architectures for ResNet164 and ProcResNet164. The
numbers inside each convolution block represent kernel size, number of channels, and stride of the
convolution. For instance, a 3 × 3 convolution layer with 16 channels and stride of 2 is denoted
by 3 × 3, 16, /2. Batch normalization and ReLU blocks are not shown in the diagrams. We refer
the reader to [6] for further details on the structure of the network and the placement of batch
normalization and ReLU blocks. In ProcResNet, each pooling operation, either it is performed by
an average pooling or by a convolution with stride of 2, is replaced by an `2 pooling. Furthermore,
the each repeat block doubles the number of channels to match the dimension of input and output.
Finally, to make the fully connected layer norm-preserving, the ZCA projection is performed after
each iteration, as described in Section 3 of the main manuscript.
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